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Logistics container
 

We market a novel logistics container (patent pending) that stands out for its 

improved stability and cost-effectiveness compared to the known state-of-the-art 

versions. Based on lockable collar elements, with a basis panel – e.g. a standard 

Europallet - a stable container can be realized at low cost. No more need for 

complex transport securing devices like for example plastic straps or other tools in 

common panel block collar systems. This allows saving time and money and 

furthermore helps preventing unnecessary waste. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Background 

Logistics containers are used to transport goods of 

all kind. The containers are supposed to be cost-

effective and reusable, at the same time providing 

maximum protection for what is inside. 

Most common are modular solutions with a base 

panel, for example a Europallet, and with plug-in 

collar systems installed on the base panel. 

The plug-in collar systems can be piled as 

required, building a logistics container of any size.  

Since the plug-in collar systems are secured via a 

positive locking connection against sidewards 

movements, logistics containers have limited 

stability only in vertical direction. Furthermore the 

mountings often get damaged during the transport, 

causing weakness in the plug-in systems and 

reducing the stability of the entire container. 

Hence the logistics containers are additionally 

secured by appropriate tools, such as plastic 

straps, to prevent the collar elements from coming 

lose during the transport.  

 

 

Our innovative solution  

 

The collar elements are firmly locked with a locking 

element. The collar element next to the base panel 

is also firmly connected to the base panel. Thus 

the logistics container is securely stabilized 

vertically and horizontally and additional fixation 

via plastic straps or such tools is no longer 

required. 

The locking elements are situated as hinges in the  

corner fittings of the collar elements. One 

moveable locking element of a corner fitting is 

fixated in an appropriate opening of a corner fitting 

of another collar element. 

 

 

 

 

 

Advantages 

 Logistics container featuring improved stability 

 Cost-efficient (standardized components)  

 Less  packaging material (no need for plastic 

straps to lock the logistics container) 

Patent status 

International patent application; positive international 

search report 

Development status 

Working prototype 

Collaboration 

Licence agreement, patent sale 
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